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Research in the field of neural networks has shown advancement in the device technology and 
machine learning application platforms of use. Some of the major applications of neural network 
prominent in recent scenarios include image recognition, machine translation, text classification 
and object categorization. With these advancements, there is a need for more energy-efficient 
and low area overhead circuits in the hardware implementations. Previous works have 
concentrated primarily on CMOS technology-based implementations which can face challenges 
of high energy consumption, memory wall, and volatility complications for standby modes. We 
herein developed a low-power and area-efficient hardware implementation for Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) networks as a type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). To achieve energy 
efficiency while maintaining comparable accuracy commensurate with the ideal case, the LSTM 
network herein uses Resistive Random-Access Memory (ReRAM) based synapses along with 
spin-based non-binary neurons. The proposed neuron has a novel activation mechanism that 
mimics the ideal hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and sigmoid activation functions with five levels of 
output accuracy. Using ideal, binary, and the proposed non-binary neurons, we investigated the 
performance of an LSTM network for name prediction dataset. The comparison of the results 
shows that our proposed neuron can achieve up to 85% accuracy and perplexity of 1.56, which 
attains performance similar to algorithmic expectations of near-ideal neurons. The simulations 
show that our proposed neuron achieves up to 34-fold improvement in energy efficiency and 2-
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Research Motivation 
The number of transistors on integrated circuits has doubled every two years as stated by 
Moore's Law, shown in Figure 1. This increase has led to Complementary Metal-Oxide 
Semiconductor (CMOS) technologies beyond the 20nm process node. The transistor density of 
these highly scaled process technologies is enhanced while the nominal supply voltage is 
reduced. For CMOS devices and designers, power density and area have always been two major 
difficulties [1]. As the level of integration increases, many benefits and challenges arise [2]. The 
self-aligned double-gate MOSFET structure (FinFET) is one of the most promising 
semiconductor architectures for extending Moore's law to 20nm and beyond. FinFET transistors 
address difficulties including sub-threshold leakage, poor short-channel electrostatic behavior, 
and high device variability that affects traditional CMOS devices. Furthermore, due that it can 
run at a lower supply voltage, it saves both static and dynamic power [3]. Although challenges 
like Process Variation (PV) [4, 5], aging, and bias temperature and threshold voltage instability 
[6, 7] become more severe at increasing levels of integration, computing systems' capability is 
considerably boosted while their cost is reduced.  
Miniaturization of CMOS technology has improved chip performance at a lower cost by 
increasing transistor density and switching speed, which has been the fundamental goal of silicon 
technology for decades [8]. However, as this technology is scaled down to nanoscales, a new 
challenge of leakage arises. In addition to this, CMOS technology scaling has other challenges 
such as limited gate control, increased lithography costs, high leakage currents, higher circuit 
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noise sensitivity, and high-power density. Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, on the other hand, 
have evolved into the most popular and rising technology in the last decade because of the 
convergence of several technologies such as embedded systems, machine learning, and cloud 
computing. IoT circuits offer a low cost, low overhead, and low-power data acquisition and 
processing capabilities [9]. Furthermore, due to the limited energy budget and the constraints 
posed by device scalability, achieving energy-efficient and high-performance computing is one 
of the primary goals of IoT applications. Considering these challenges, a hybrid and energy-
efficient circuits can be designed by combining CMOS technology with emerging technologies 
popularly known as Spintronics [10, 11]. Because of the possibility of 3D integration at the back-
end process, which can merge logic and memory and minimize dynamic power, Spintronic 
technology is specifically compatible with CMOS technology. Non-volatility, low area overhead, 
and near-zero static power are the major characteristics of Spintronic devices that make them a 
good choice for next-generation hybrid technologies. Furthermore, the non-volatility feature 
lowers standby power by preserving data even when the power is turned off. These features of 
Spintronics can be used to design energy-efficient circuits, arrays of non-volatile memory and 
novel activation function units for neuromorphic computational architectures, and area-efficient 




Figure 1: Moore’s Law [13]. 
Need for Energy Efficient architectures in Neural Networks 
With technological advancements and increasing production rates of electronic 
companies, the number of edge devices has increased significantly in recent years, and billions of 
connected devices are expected to generate vast amounts of raw data in the near future [14]. One 
of the key goals in creating next-generation IoT devices is to achieve battery-free computing by 
utilizing solely ambient sources of light, kinetic, thermal, and electromagnetic energy instead of 
batteries [15]. Machine learning approaches, on the other hand, have gotten a lot of attention and 
have made significant progress in areas like image recognition, machine translation, text- 
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Table 1:Energy consumption of various operations in 45nm CMOS processor [16] 
Operations Energy (pJ) Relative Energy Cost 
32-bit integer addition 0.1 1 
32-bit floating-point addition 0.9 9 
32-bit integer multiplication 3.1 31 
32-bit floating-point multiplication 3.7 37 
32-bit SRAM Access 5 50 
32-bit DRAM Access 640 6400 
 
classification, object categorization, and so on [17]. Larger model sizes and higher computing 
workload are required to achieve higher accuracy levels in various Neural Network 
(NN) applications. The inference process is typically performed on the cloud when running a NN 
on an IoT device. However, as it minimizes latency, improves privacy, and moderates execution 
time, conducting the inference on the edge device itself is gaining popularity [18, 19]. Edge 
devices, on the other hand, have limited on-chip cache memory capacity (usually <10 Mb), 
necessitating the use of off-chip main memory for high-performance variants [20]. For pre-
processing huge data, there are numerous algorithms that run on general-purpose traditional 
CPUs. The enormous demand for data transportation between distinct processor and memory 
units, referred to as the memory bottleneck, prevents von Neumann computing architectures 
from processing huge data efficiently. According to studies, a 32-bit Dynamic Random-Access 
Memory (DRAM) read operation consumes higher energy than a 32-bit floating point 
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multiplication when compared to on-chip processes, as shown in Table 1:Energy consumption of 
various operations in 45nm CMOS processor  [16]. 
Contributions, Summary, and Organization of the Thesis 
As a consequence of the motivations, this thesis mainly focuses on designing an energy-
efficient and low area-overhead Long Short-Term Memory architecture using ReRAM-based 
synaptic crossbar arrays and spin-based non-binary neurons. In summary, the major 
contributions in this thesis are as follows: 
1. First, a ReRAM based crossbar is designed which are inspired from the work 
proposed in [21] where they proposed a ReRAM-based crossbar RNN hardware 
implementation with feedback using spin-based Adjustable Probabilistic 
Activation Function (APAF) to achieve high energy- and area-efficiency, while 
keeping the accuracy loss and processing speed comparable with the baseline 
designs [21]. 
2. The proposed spin-based non-binary neuron activation function is designed using 
a spintronic device namely, probabilistic-bit (p-bit). Leveraging the stochastic 
property of a p-bit device, a spin-based activation function is designed that 
mimics the ideal sigmoidal and tanh activation functions thereby providing an 
energy efficient and low-area overhead design while maintaining comparable 
accuracy commensurate with the ideal case. Circuit-Level and experimental 
analysis is done for the design proposed and the results are further explained in 
future chapters.  
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This thesis is organized into five chapters. Figure 2: Organization of Thesis outlines the 
materials that each chapter covers. A quick overview of background of topics required for this 
thesis are provided in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, all the previous works which include works on 
activation function unit, Recurrent Neural Network, and Long Short-Term Memory are 
elaborated. Chapter 4 includes our proposed spin-based LSTM network with non-binary neuron 
and its corresponding simulation and experimental results. This thesis then concludes in Chapter 
5. 
The material herein includes and/or extends the contents of research works and/or 




































































CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND 
Neural Networks 
Reccurent Neural Network 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have illustrated eminent accomplishments in 
machine learning applications including classification, speech acknowledgment, 
machine translation, and static image processing due to their ability to construct the input 
data over time [23]. As a group of 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) centering on successive information, RNNs are based on 
a repetitive way of the data stream as appeared in Figure 3. Unlike feedforward ANNs, 
the yield of RNNs depends both on the current input and the past computation outcomes. In this 
way, the feedback, as a vital and interesting component, gives the memory to capture the 
computed data in RNNs [23].  
In RNNs, as shown in Figure 4, a directed chart is shaped along with transient groupings 
with an association between its nodes. The input vectors (x(𝑡)) are fed into the network one at a 
time during forward propagation, controlled towards the neurons within the hidden layer. The 
states of the hidden neurons are updated upon entry of the input vectors and comparing neural 
connection weights. The updated neuron state is held for use upon entry of consequent input 
designs. With the entry of a new input vector at the proceeding time step, the neurons within the 
hidden layer compute a modern state vector based on the new input vector and the held state 
vector [24]. Anticipating that the W matrix in Figure 4. represents the repeating input neural 
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connections framework within the hidden layer, Equation (1) and Equation (2) can allow a 
numerical representation of RNN updating the neuron state over time: 
ℎ(𝑡)  =  𝑓(𝑈. 𝑥(𝑡)  +  𝑊. ℎ(𝑡 −  1)  +  𝑏ℎ)    ( 1 ) 
𝑦(𝑡)  =  𝑉. ℎ(𝑡) ( 2 ) 
where ℎ(𝑡) represents the hidden neuron state and 𝑦(𝑡) denotes the output neurons state at time 
step 𝑡. 𝑓 is the activation function in the hidden layer. 𝑈 and 𝑉 both signify the feedforward 
synapse networks matrices, where 𝑈 holds the synapses from the input layer to the hidden layer 
and 𝑉 represents the neural connections from the hidden layer to the output layer. Finally, 𝑏ℎ 
signifies the predisposition within the neurons of the hidden layer. The synaptic weights and the 
predisposition vectors are initialized sometime recently preparing based on the network 
execution [24]. 
 
Figure 3: Folded and Unfolded RNN structures [25] 
Long Short-Term Memory 
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a specific type of RNN that is designed to 
overcome some of the drawbacks of RNN. Figure 4 (a) shows the basic RNN structure. RNN 
output depends on both the current sample (𝑖𝑡) and the previously calculated network state (𝑤𝑡) 
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as the network input. Unlike ANN, RNN has a feedback loop which gives RNN the capability to 
store the previous states and make future decision based on the previous values. The 
computational equations of a basic RNN cell are given below: 
𝑤𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (𝑖𝑡𝑈 + 𝑤𝑡−1𝑊 + 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠)  ( 3 ) 
𝑦𝑡  =  𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤𝑡𝑉)  ( 4 ) 
where 𝑖𝑡, 𝑤𝑡, and 𝑦𝑡 are the current input, hidden state, and output for the current input, 
respectively; V, W, and U contain trainable parameter matrices. With the feedback loop, RNN is 
expected to handle long-term dependencies but this is not true for practical application. RNN 
can’t handle long-term dependencies in practice due to the vanishing gradient problem [26]. 
LSTM is a special kind of RNN which tries to solve the problem of vanishing gradients that is 
encountered during the backpropagation technique of neural networks [27]. Figure 4.(b) shows 
an LSTM cell which contains three gates: input gate 𝑥𝑡, forget gate 𝑓𝑡, and output gate 𝑜𝑡. The 
forget gate decides which information from the previous cell state to be preserved and which 
must be forgotten. This decision is taken using a sigmoid layer which gives output between 0 and 
1 [28]. The input gate decides which of the new cell contents should be written to the cell state. It 
has two parts: the sigmoid layer decides which values of input (concatenation of new input 
values and output values from previous states) to update, and the tanh layer generates a vector of 
new candidate values. The output gate decides which content of the cell to output based on given 
inputs and previous state values. The output vector is obtained by multiplying a new cell state 
which is normalized to values between -1 to 1 using tanh activation function and output of 




Figure 4: (a) Basic RNN structure, (b) LSTM 
gates are same as the dimensions of hidden state. The computational equations of LSTM are 
given below: 
 𝑥 =  𝝈(𝑖𝑡𝑈
𝑥  +  𝑤𝑡−1𝑊
𝑥  +  𝑏𝑥 ) ( 5 ) 
𝑓 =  𝝈(𝑖𝑡𝑈
𝑓  +  𝑤𝑡−1𝑊
𝑓  +  𝑏𝑓 )  ( 6 ) 
𝑜 =  𝝈(𝑖𝑡𝑈
𝑜  +  𝑤𝑡−1𝑊
𝑜  + 𝑏𝑜 )  ( 7 ) 
𝑔 =  𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ (𝑖𝑡𝑈
𝑔  +  𝑤𝑡−1𝑊
𝑔  +  𝑏𝑔 )  ( 8 ) 
𝑐𝑡  =  𝑐𝑡−1 ʘ 𝑓 +  𝑔 ʘ 𝑥  ( 9 ) 
𝑤𝑡  =  𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑐𝑡) ʘ 𝑜 ( 10 ) 
Three main operation types can be observed from the above equations: nonlinear functions 
(sigmoid 𝛔 and hyperbolic tangent 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ), matrix-vector multiplication (e.g., 𝑤𝑡−1𝑊𝑥 and 𝑖𝑡𝑈𝑥), 
and element-wise multiplication (e.g., 𝑔 ʘ 𝑥 ) [29].  
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LSTM Activation Functions: The conventional activation functions used in an LSTM are 
sigmoid or logistic-sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent in short 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ activation functions. A sigmoid 
activation function alters any input value to value between 0 and 1. Similarly, a 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ activation 
function alters any input value to a value between -1 and 1 [30]. This will help to allow or not 
allow the flow of information through the LSTM gates. The equations of these functions are 
given below:  
𝜎 (𝑥)  =  1/(1 +  𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥)) ( 11 ) 
tanh(𝑥) = (𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒 −𝑥 )/(𝑒 𝑥 + 𝑒−𝑥 ) ( 12 ) 
where x is the input, 𝜎 (𝑥) is the sigmoid function, and tanh(𝑥) is the hyperbolic tangent function. 
Spintronic Devices 
Spin Hall Effect- Magnetic Tunnel Junction (SHE-MTJ)  
In comparison to Spin Transfer Torque – Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (STT-MTJ), a Spin 
Hall Effect-Magnetic Tunnel Junction (SHE-MTJ) is a 3-terminal device having segregated 
paths for write and read operations and lower switching energy. As identified in [14], it 
comprises of a Heavy Metal (HM) nanowire beneath an MTJ with two ferromagnetic layers 
separated by a thin oxide barrier, referred as the pinned and free layers [31]. The parallel (P) and 
antiparallel (AP) magnetization orientations of the MTJ free layer give two different levels of 
resistance for this device. The HM can have different electrical properties such as β -tungsten (β 
-W) or β-tantalum (β -Ta) [32].  The device can be designed with tungsten because of the larger 
positive Spin Hall angle achieved with this material [32]. The free-layer magnetization must be 
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changed in order to store data in the SHE-MTJ. As shown in Figure 5 (a), this is performed by 
injecting a charge current (Ic) into HM in the +x (/-x) direction. Ic causes an accumulation of 
oppositely directed spin vectors on both surfaces of  
 
Figure 5: (a) Structure of SHE-MTJ (b) Resistive equivalent read circuit of SHE-MTJ [33]. 
the HM due to the spin Hall effect, which generates a spin current (Is) and a Spin-Orbit Torque 
(SOT) in the +y (/-y) direction. According to the direction of the charge current, the spin current 
will modify the magnetization configuration of the free layer in the ±z direction [34]. The spin 




= θ𝑆𝐻  
𝐴𝐹𝑀
𝐴𝐻𝑀
(1 −  sech ( 
𝑡𝐻𝑀
λ𝑠𝑓
 )) ( 13 ) 
where 𝐴𝐹𝑀 and 𝐴𝐻𝑀 respectively denote the adjacent free layer area and the cross-sectional area 
of HM. The spin Hall angle is defined as the ratio of generated spin current density to charge 
current density in equation 𝑃𝑆𝐻𝐸 =
𝐼𝑆
𝐼𝐶
= θ𝑆𝐻  
𝐴𝐹𝑀
𝐴𝐻𝑀
(1 −  sech ( 
𝑡𝐻𝑀
λ𝑠𝑓
 )) ( 13 ). tHM and λsf are 
the HM substrate thickness and spin flip length, respectively [35]. 
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Probabilistic Spintronics Device (p-bit) 
The Probabilistic Spintronics Device (p-bit) device has the same structure as Figure 5(a), 
which consists of a Spin Hall Effect Magnetic Tunnel Junction (SHE-MTJ) with a circular 
unstable (low energy barrier) nanomagnet (Δ≪40kT) [33, 36], with two CMOS inverters 
amplifying the output. In comparison to Spin Transfer Torque-MTJs, the SHE-MTJ-based p-bit 
is a 3-terminal device with segregated read (rd) and write (wr) paths and lower switching energy 
[35, 37]. It comprises of an unstable MTJ with two ferromagnetic layers (pinned layer and free 
layer) which are divided by a thin oxide barrier on top of a Heavy Metal (HM) nanowire [31] 
composed of β-tantalum (β-Ta) or β-tungsten (β-W) [32].  The pinned layer has a fixed 
orientation making it stable nanomagnet, while the MTJ's free layer can be oriented in two ways: 
parallel (P) or antiparallel (AP), offering two degrees of resistance. The resistance level can be 
adjusted by introducing a charge current (Ic) in the +x (/-x) direction into the HM, as shown in 
Figure 5 (a). This charge current causes oppositely directed spin vectors to accumulate on each 
surface of the HM, resulting in a spin current (Is) and a Spin-Orbit Torque (SOT) in the +y (/-y) 
direction. The magnetization configuration of the free layer is changed by spin current in the ±z 
direction according to the direction of the charge current [34]. Because of its inherent physics, 
the spin-current driven low energy barrier nanomagnet delivers the sigmoidal function by taking 
a long-time average of magnetization fluctuations. A SHE-MTJ based p-bit's read circuit is 
shown in Figure 5 (b). A minimal read voltage is provided to the MTJ (V+ and V- terminals) to 
evaluate its resistance (RMTJ) in order to read the data. The RMTJ and the reference resistor R0 are 
then used to form a resistive voltage divider. This reference resistor is adjusted to the MTJ 
15 
 
average conductance (R0 -1 = GP + GAP/2), where GP and GAP stand for parallel (P) and anti-
parallel (AP) state conductance, respectively. The corresponding voltage is sent into the CMOS 
inverters' inputs, which are set to their DC operation's middle point. As a result, the output 
voltage (Vout) will stochastically oscillate between “0” and “1,” with the input charge current 
regulating the probability of either value [38]. The p-bit device produces a stochastic output that 
behaves similarly to a sigmoid activation function, with an input current modulating the steady-
state probability. For example, if the input current is a huge positive amount, the device's 
stochastic output will almost certainly be "0" If no input current is present, the output will swing 
randomly between “0” and “1” with a probability of 0.5. 
The circuit simulations were performed using the SPICE platform, and the device 
features were extracted from the experimentally benchmarked models in [39]. We want to define 
the output's time-averaged behavior as an analytical approximation. To begin, we connect the 
flowing charge current in the spin Hall layer to the magnet's absorbed spin current. For the sake 





= θ𝑆𝐻  
𝐴𝐹𝑀
𝐴𝐻𝑀
(1 −  sech ( 
𝑡𝐻𝑀
λ𝑠𝑓
 ))  ( 14 ) 
The free layer area and the cross-sectional area of HM, respectively, are represented by 𝐴𝐹𝑀 and 
𝐴𝐻𝑀. θ𝑆𝐻 denotes spin hall angle, 𝑡𝐻𝑀 represents the thickness of the HM substrate, and λ𝑠𝑓 
represents the spin flip length. The magnitude of a spin-current can be dominant over the "gain" 
generated by the charge current by choosing an acceptable quantity for the AFM and AHM. As a 
result, the magnetization behavior is calculated using a function of input spin-current oriented in 
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the ±z direction. A distribution function for a magnet in steady state with Perpendicular 
Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA) and spin current in the ±z direction can be stated analytically as 
follows:  




2 + 2𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑧 ) ( 15 ) 
where 𝑚𝑧 is the +z direction magnetization, z is a normalization constant, ∆ is a thermal barrier 




)⁄  , where ℏ the reduced Planck constant, 𝛼 is the magnets’ damping coefficient, and 𝑞 is 
the electron charge. Equation (15) can be used to obtain an average magnetization as follows: 






⁄  . As 𝛥 ≪ 𝑘𝑇, the Langevin function < 𝑚𝑧 > =






 . This illustrates an accurate average 
magnetization description around a z-directed spin-current for a low energy barrier PMA magnet 
[38]. However, because the p-bit device nanomagnet has a substantial in-plane anisotropy as well 
as a circular shape, we are unable to develop a straightforward analytical formula in this work. 
As a result, we use a fitting parameter in the Langevin function to change the normalization 
current by a factor 𝜂 so that the altered normalization constant is translated to (4𝑞/ℏ𝛼𝑘𝑇) (𝜂). 
This factor grows when the shape anisotropy is increased (𝐻𝑑 ∼ 4𝜋𝑀𝑠) and equals “1” when 
there is no shape anisotropy. When the magnetization and charge currents are coupled, a 
phenomenological equation can be used to approximate the CMOS inverter output probability in 
addition to the fitting parameter 𝜒, as follows: ƿ =  
𝑉𝑂𝑈𝑇
𝑉𝐷𝐷
 ≈  
1
2
 [𝑆𝑎1 − tanh (χ <  mz >)] . By 
using physical parameters, this equation can be utilized to link the output probability to the input 
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charge current. Figure 6 depicts a comparison of the Spice model with the aforementioned 
analytical equivalences. This supports the agreement between both 𝜂 with the magnetization and 
𝜒 with CMOS components [38]. 
 




 Machine learning technology is one of the quickly growing technology in the recent 
scenarios. This technology focuses on applications such as computer vision, natural language 
processing, semantic analysis, and prediction. Neural Networks is an advancing subset of 
machine learning that has captured the interest of many researchers from past few years. Some of 
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these works are presented in CHAPTER THREE: PREVIOUS WORKS. Neural networks are a 
part of Deep Learning which has got algorithmic advances from Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) feedforward propagation to present Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) feedback 
propagation. With the advancement in the applications used, these RNN are further developed to 
Long Short-Term Memory and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). RNNs are based on 
a repetitive way of the data stream as shown in Figure 3. Unlike feedforward ANNs, the yield of 
RNNs depends both on the current input and the past computation comes about. In this way, the 
feedback, as a vital and interesting component, gives the memory to capture the computed data 
in RNNs [23]. LSTM is a special kind of RNN which tries to solve the problem of vanishing 
gradients that is encountered during the backpropagation technique of neural networks [27]. The 
GRU is similar to a LSTM with a forget gate, but it lacks an output gate, hence it has fewer 
parameters [40]. 
 Spintronic devices are emerging technology that has emerged from spintronics which is 
the study of the electron's intrinsic spin and associated magnetic moment in solid-state devices 
[41]. Spintronic devices are an advanced in non-volatility, low area-overhead, less power 
consumption. The Spintronic devices mentioned in this chapter are Spin Hall Effect-Magnetic 
Tunnel Junction (SHE-MTJ) and Probabilistic Spintronics Device (p-bit). In comparison to Spin 
Transfer Torque – Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (STT-MTJ), a Spin Hall Effect-Magnetic Tunnel 
Junction (SHE-MTJ) is a 3-terminal device having segregated paths for write and read operations 
and lower switching energy. A p-bit device works stochastically and is not certain to give same 
output each time however, it gives an output of either “0” or “1” with some probability. In the 
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proposed design a spin hall effect switching based probabilistic bit is used to mimic sigmoid or 




CHAPTER THREE: PREVIOUS WORKS 
Even though Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is an algorithm-level advancement for 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), there is still need for energy efficient hardware 
implementations of LSTM. The LSTM hardware implementations on FPGA [42], memristor-
based [43], and SHE-MTJ [14] have been investigated in prior works. Neural Networks based on 
von-Neumann architecture, despite significant improvements in performance, nevertheless face 
the well-known memory-wall challenge, which is caused by limited memory bandwidth, high 
energy consumption for data transportation between memory and processing units, and long 
memory access latency [44]. Computing-in-Memory (CiM) architectures provide a realistic non-
von-Neumann infrastructure to boost parallelism and reduce the data movement issue, avoiding 
the memory-wall challenge, allowing for an efficient neural network hardware implementation. 
Various CiM platforms have proven data-level parallelism as well as increased processing speed 
and energy efficiency [45]. However, implementing these designs above volatile memories such 
as SRAM/DRAM necessitates large complex circuitry that consume significant switching energy 
in order to perform Multiplication and Accumulation (MAC) and activation functions, which are 
the fundamental operations of neural network [14, 45]. 
Alternatively, emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) devices such as Phase Change 
Memory (PCM) [46], Resistive Random-Access Memory (ReRAM) [47], and Spin-Transfer 
Torque Magnetic Random-Access Memories (STT-MRAMs) [48], have been investigated to 
implement MAC operation using CiM cross-bar architecture's intrinsic weighted summation 
property. ReRAM crossbar accelerators have received a lot of attention recently because of their 
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high ultra-low power consumption, Ron/Roff ratio (~106), and switching speed and high 
scalability [47, 49] for realizing feedforward neural networks like Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNNs), Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [50], Multi-layer Perceptron 
(MLP), and so on. However, due to two limitations, there are just a few studies on ReRAM-
based LSTMs. First, implementing a feedback component as a necessary component of LSTMs 
demands few unavoidable write-back operations which are considered as an inefficient, energy-
intensive and high-latency (>20ns [49]), operations of NVMs. Second, the structure of the used 
activation function has a significant impact on the accuracy of RNNs. The non-linear sigmoid 
and tanh activation functions, which are the principal thresholding functions employed in 
LSTMs, necessitate a large area and power budget in a CMOS architecture. In the neuromorphic 
computing paradigm, minimizing these aspects is an important yet understudied subject. In this 
chapter, we will go over various previous works explored on Activation Function Unit, hardware 
implementation of RNN and LSTM. 
Previous works on Activation Function Unit  
 One of the challenging research goals in neural networks is to implement an optimum 
low-power activation function with a low area overhead. Various activation function 
designs have been presented so far, leveraging both CMOS-based and emerging device-based 
technologies. However, due to the enormous number of activation functions used in each layer of 
neural networks, these designs still have high energy consumption or take up a lot of space, 
making them unsuitable for growing complex multi-layer networks. Here, we look at a few of 
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these activation functions in more detail. In [51], a tanh activation function is designed using 
CMOS-based stochastic design with Finite State Machines as its building block, with the goal of 
lowering power consumption and area overhead by using simpler stochastic arithmetic. 
However, to implement the probabilistic behavior, this architecture necessitates long bit-stream 
lengths generated by Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) and CMOS pseudo-random 
number generators, resulting in longer latencies and higher energy consumption.  
According to the authors in [52], implementing a sigmoid function results in unnecessary 
energy and area overheads, therefore they have designed a hardware implementation based on 
subsampling and approximation which can achieve higher energy efficiency while causing only 
minimal accuracy loss. Although this solution is quite practical, the implemented activation 
function still has large energy and area overheads because it uses logic gates for its 
approximation unit and a 64x16 lookup table on top of a pseudo random number generator. A 
CMOS-based activation function with a large circuit footprint and significant energy 
consumption is shown in [24]. It consists of four independent parts: a current generator, a 
function generator, a pulse generator, and a digital controller. To build a tanh activation function, 
the special function unit in [29] uses the Chebyshev approximation [53] technique, which has 
relatively high power and area compared to other similar approaches. In this technique, the CPU 
calculates the coefficients first and stores them into the local register. The unit will then read the 
register and calculate the nonlinear function in RNN computing mode. Other efforts, on the other 
hand, are based on hybrid spin-CMOS p-bit devices, which use the intrinsic physical 
characteristics of micro magnets to conduct computation [38]. Although this stochastic activation 
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function has a very small footprint and uses very little power, the circuit's output is probabilistic 
binary (either "0" or "1"), which makes it impossible to employ in LSTMs with deterministic 
sigmoid and tanh functions. As a result, we were inspired to present a novel activation function 
based on a p-bit device with software assistance that can perform non-linear functions in a semi-
probabilistic manner while maintaining high accuracy. 
Hardware Implementation for RNN 
 Most previous approaches for neural network hardware implementation use CMOS-based 
activation functions with a built-in truth table [29], however such design leads to a large area 
overhead and increased clock cycles to evaluate the desired function. ReRAM crossbar arrays are 
used as synapses in the RNN implementation in [24], coupled with CMOS-based activation 
functions. Even though this work presents a detailed hardware implementation for RNNs and 
provides an effective synaptic connection, the CMOS-based neuron is a large complex circuit 
consisting of four independent parts. All these components eventually cause the overall design to 
consume a lot of energy. In [29], the author provides a detailed design of RNN using ReRAM-
based CiM architecture with a unique processing engine that uses three distinct subarrays for 
data processing including specialized functional units, a multiplier, and the use of a ReRAM-
based crossbar. However, the neuron design, on the other hand, takes up a lot of silicon space 
and consumes a lot of energy. Previous research have looked into RNN hardware 
implementations on FPGA [54], ASIC [55], and GPU [56]. Previous research have also focused 
on speeding up the training or inference phases of typical RNNs. [57] [58] [59] are instances of 
representative work. [57] focuses on implementing an RNN-based multiuser detection 
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(MUD) for CDMA, whereas [58] focuses on speeding up a novel RNN training strategy on 
FPGAs. Li et al. present a framework for training an RNN-based language model in [59]. All 
these designs use fixed-point data, and they perform fairly well. However, the RNN models that 
are implemented do not perform well enough in terms of accuracy prediction, preventing them 
from being used in real life applications. 
 The authors in [55]  show an 8.1TOPS/W reconfigurable CNN-RNN processor with three 
major characteristics in [55]:  
1. To support general-purpose RNNs, a reconfigurable heterogeneous architecture 
with a CL processor (CP) and an FC-RL processor (FRP) is used [55]. 
2. To get the most out of kernel reuse in the CP, a LUT-based reconfigurable 
multiplier is optimized for the dynamic fixed point with on-chip adaptation via 
overflow monitoring [55]. 
3. Matrix multiplication based on quantization table (Q-table) to decrease off-chip 
memory access and eliminate redundant multiplications in the FRP [55]. 
 
For Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a variety of specialized accelerators have 
been proposed. To map massive Deep Neural Network (DNN) onto its core architecture, 
DianNao [60] uses an array of multiply-add units. Because of the restricted SRAM resources, 
off-chip DRAM traffic consumes majority of the energy. By having all weights on-chip, 
DaDianNao [61] and ShiDianNao [62] eliminate DRAM access (eDRAM or SRAM). These 
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DianNao-series designs, on the other hand, were proposed to speed up CNN, and the weights are 
uncompressed and stored in a dense manner. 
Compared to all the other works previously proposed, the work in [21] suggested an 
energy-efficient RNN platform with ReRAM crossbar to fully implement the network's low-
latency feedback component and low-area-overhead activation function. This work is the 
motivation for the design proposed in this thesis. To learn in detailed about the work in [21], 
Figure 7 depicts a comprehensive illustration of the concept presented in [21] for CiM 
architecture. By partitioning each memory chip into numerous memory banks, this architecture is 
effectively built on top of the 1T1R-resistive main memory architecture [47, 63]. As shown in 
Figure 7, each memory bank is subsequently partitioned into several computing sub-arrays 
utilizing Resistive Crossbars. They organized the resistive crossbar units at the bank level into 
sets of three interconnected subunits indicated by U-Array, W-Array, and V-Array in order to 
make the ReRAM-based accelerator appropriate for RNN computation. The circuit and 
interconnection strategy for the sub-units is shown in Figure 8. The Source-Line (SL) is shared 
among the resistive synapses connected to neurons in the same column, and the Bit-line (BL) and 
Word-line (WL) are shared among the synapses in the same row in each crossbar. As a result, 
three signals govern each synapse in the resistive crossbar. To save energy and reduce area 
overhead, the W and V resistive crossbar arrays are coupled to a shared activation function unit 
through the SL peripheral. However, the U-array is only connected to the internal memory bus. 
All sub-arrays additionally include a buffer component (Buf in Figure 7) connected to the SL 




Figure 7: RNN CiM accelerator architecture [21] 
The activation function designed in [47] is a spin-based activation function using 
stochastic p-bit device. The design is an Adjustable Probabilistic Activation Function (APAF) 
that extracts the stochastic behavior of a p-bit device and stores the output of each execution of 
p-bit device which is run with the same input for multiple intervals of time. These symmetric 
range of output voltages are mapped to a low-overhead Look Up Table (LUT). When compared 
to its CMOS equivalent, this approach permits the p-bit to work in an enhanced non-binary state 
while keeping its low-power and low-area qualities. The p-bit stochastic activation function was 
improved by adding three components for hardware implementation. To latch the output voltage 
of the p-bit circuit (out array), a 2n-bit buffer is added first. Second, to sum up and compress the 
saved binary data in out_array a compressor unit (cmp) made up of CMOS full adders is 
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used. Finally, the activation function output is generated using a LUT. This design is further 
developed and is utilized in our proposed design. 
 
Figure 8: ReRAM-based RNN architecture with stochastic activation functions as neurons [21] 
Hardware Implementation for LSTM 
A Memristor is the fourth fundamental two-terminal circuit element that can be used as a 
non-volatile memory electronic memory device [64]. For the implementation of LSTM, a 
memristor crossbar array is used to do matrix-vector multiplication. 
Analog LSTM circuit: The whole LSTM architecture is designed based on different CMOS 
circuits such as CMOS-memristor crossbar array is used for matrix-vector multiplication and 
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CMOS-based activation function sigmoid and tanh functions.  Earlier work [65] offered CMOS-
memristor analog circuit design of current-based LSTM cell architecture which used current 
mirrors and current-based activation function circuits. To improve the accuracy voltage-based 
circuits are designed [43].  Comparison between these two designs is given in Table 2  [66].  
Table 2: Comparison between voltage-based and current -based   analog LSTM circuit [66]:  
LSTM architecture Power consumption Area RMSE (software) RMSE (circuit) 
Current-based LSTM 105.9 mW 77.33 µm2 55.26% 47.33% 
Voltage-based 
LSTM 
225.67 mW 108.60 µm2 10.05% 10.99% 
 
Ta/Hf𝑂2 memristive crossbar array: In this structure, fully-connected layers and LSTM are 
implemented using a 1 transistor 1 resistor crossbar array with Ta/Hf𝑂2 memristors placed on 
top of it.The main limitation of memristor-based LSTM networks is they need to be updated in 
the pre-training of networks’ weight values [66]. 
FPGA-based LSTM is the growing research area and many researchers have proposed 
different architectures for it. The designs in [67] and [68] are considered to be representational 
work. The goal of [67] is to replace the LSTM training method with simultaneous perturbation 
stochastic approximation (SPSA), which is more suited to FPGA implementation. However, 
work in [42] focuses on speeding up the inference phase so that LSTM-RNN may be used in 
real-world applications. Chang et al. propose an FPGA-based 2-layer LSTM-RNN accelerator in 
[68]. During LSTM-RNN inference, their accelerator examines coarse-grained computing 
parallelism, and the data format chosen is 16-bit fixed point. In comparison to the work proposed 
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by Chang, [42] employs floating point data, investigates both computational and communication 
optimizations, and obtains better results. Chang proposed a hardware version of LSTM network 
on Zynq 7020 FPGA from Xilinx with 2 layers and 128 hidden units in hardware to study the 
parallelism for RNN/LSTM [68]. This implementation performs 21 times faster than the Zynq 
7020 FPGA's ARM Cortex-A9 CPU. Lee used highly parallel processing elements (PEs) to 
accelerate RNNs on an FPGA for low latency and high throughput [69]. These implementations 
did not support sparse LSTM networks, but the work in [54] supports sparse LSTM and can 
produce faster results. 
The fully-memristive architectures limit to give endurance and accessible signal gain, to 
overcome these other resistive paradigms such as spintronic devices can be considered . SHE-
MTJ is one such spintronic device that can be used in the architecture of LSTM to give better 
performance in predicting the output. One such SHE-MTJ based short term memory and long 
term memory circuit are designed in [14] that gives faster and more reliable functionality of a 
given circuit and also low energy consumption. If such a device is used in LSTM, the 
performance of the LSTM can be improved while having an energy efficient and low-area 
overhead circuit.  
Summary 
 Numerous previous works on activation function unit, RNN, and LSTM are discussed in 
this chapter. These works mainly focused on hardware implementations using CMOS 
technology[51] [52], FPGA [54], ASIC [55], GPU [56], and some based on emerging technology 
[14] [21]. All these works overcome past challenges and proposed an improved version of the 
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design, but these designs lead to further drawbacks which make a significant impact on the 
design. Drawbacks of most of the designs are mentioned in this chapter. Designs based on FPGA 
might lead to lower throughput due to low clock frequency. Designs using CMOS technology-
based implementations have the drawback of high energy consumption and high area-overhead 
which encourage the use of emerging technology-based hardware implementations. Hence, this 
thesis developed a spin-based non-binary neuron which is discussed in CHAPTER FOUR: 
PROPOSED SPIN-BASED LSTM NETWORK WITH  NON-BINARY NEURONS.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: PROPOSED SPIN-BASED LSTM NETWORK WITH  
NON-BINARY NEURONS 
Binary and Non-Binary Neuron 
For multiple gating applications, LSTM networks require sigmoid and tanh-based 
neurons. In an average time interval, the current-controlled p-bit device shows an analogous 
behavior to the sigmoid function. Circuit implementation of p-bit device is shown in Figure 9 (a). 
By connecting an inverter to VDD and GND, a sigmoidal behavior can be achieved. The sigmoid 
function output is indicated by the black dotted curve, and the p-bit output average is indicated 
by the red-circle curve in Figure 10 (b) which is almost the identical to sigmoid output curve. 
Similarly, the nonlinear hyperbolic tangent or tanh function can be designed using a sigmoid 
function like tanh(𝑥) = 2𝜎(2𝑥) − 1 where output values lie between “+1” and “-1”. This can be 
obtained by connecting an inverter to VDD and -VDD in the p-bit device. In Figure 10 (c), the 
tanh function output is shown by the black dotted curve and the green-circle curve shows the 
time-averaged output of modified p-bit device (tanh (Ic)). The output of p-bit at each time step 
depends on the input; a zero input gives an output of either “-1” or “+1” with equal probability, a 





Figure 9: (a) The building block of non-binary neuron (p-bit), and (b) the equivalent read circuit 
[33] 
 
Therefore, the time-averaged output of the p-bit device can provide both sigmoid and 
tanh function behaviors with slight modifications to the circuit designs. However, for practical 
purposes, p-bit device gives a binary output of either “0” or “1” at a given instance. On the 
contrary, ideal sigmoid and tanh functions do not have a limited binary state as outputs but vary 
within a limited range as per the input value. A novel complementary activation circuit and 
mechanism is required to use a p-bit device as a viable activation function to reach improved 
accuracy levels. The stochasticity of any p-bit device is highest for input current values near zero 
and decreases when the input current values reach their maximum or lowest levels. A non-binary 
neuron can be implemented using the behavior of a p-bit. The suggested design extracts this 
characteristic by repeatedly operating the p-bit device for the same input, resulting in a 




Figure 10: Time-averaged behavior of SHE-MTJ based p-bit device. (a) magnetazitaion 
fluctuation. (b) and (c) are the implemented sigmoid and tanh behaviors respectively. 
 
The output voltages are stored and mapped to a low-overhead Look-Up Table (LUT) 
which consists of the voltage values. The low-power and low-area qualities of p-bit are preserved 
in this technology, which is used to generate an upgraded non-binary state. Figure 11 shows how 
we optimized the p-bit based stochastic neuron for hardware implementation by adding two 
components. A 4-bit buffer is inserted first to latch the output voltage of the p-bit circuit. The 
neuron output is formed using a LUT next. We synchronized the write/read access transistors on 
the p-bit device to avoid multiple crossbar computations. This strategy enables the design to 
maintain a consistent crossbar output current and apply it to the neuron unit as required. We 
consider two complement signals for wr and rd, as shown in Figure 11. The wr signal goes high 
for each sample, and the p-bit device is programmed based on the crossbar output current. The 
wr signal drops low and the rd signal goes high to read out the p-bit resistance and produce the 
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output bit. The sampled floating-point activation values corresponding to output combinations in 
the buffer are then sent to the converter LUT, which is prestored with the 4-bit buffered data. If 
the buffer content is 001, for example, the LUT chooses -0.4 as the output. This value can be 
triggered by p-bit output bitstreams 0001/0010/0100/1000. This type of non-binary neuron 
design can be used in a wide range of ANN applications that require non-linear and deterministic 






Figure 11: The proposed spin-based LSTM network with  non-binary neurons 
Circuit-Level Analysis 
 Starting with device-level modelling of memristive synapse and p-bit based neuron 
components, we analyze the suggested LSTM design performance. We used the Ag-Si memristor 
device parameters from the SPICE model for memristors. [70]. The Landau Lifshitz–Gilbert 
(LLG) equation is used to represent free layer magnetization dynamics, and the nonequilibrium 
Green's function (NEGF) is used to estimate the resistance range in the SHE-MTJ model (RP, 
RAP). The SPICE models of CMOS transistors and memristors are then combined under the 
14nm PTM-MG library. In HSPICE, we created crossbar arrays of p-bit neurons in two sizes 
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(32x32, 128x128) at the circuit level. In Synopsys Design Compiler, we implemented all 
peripheral circuits, including row address decoders, array controllers, and so on. We used the 
popular names dataset accessible as a national data set to build three separate name predictor 
LSTM networks using ideal, binary, and the proposed non-binary neuron as application-level 
analysis. 
 
Table 3: The Comparison of proposed non-binary neuron with CMOS-based designs 
 32x32 128x128 
xbar Size [52] [51] Here [52] [51] Here 
xbar #  68 68 68 5 5 5 
Area 
(mm2) 
0.17 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.02 
Energy 
(uJ) 
N/A 4.04 0.14 N/A 1.03 0.03 
 
Figure 12 shows the SPICE simulation waveforms of the p-bit based non-binary neuron, 
verifying its functionality. Under five input currents for four clock cycles, we assess the neuron 
output twice (p-bit 1 to p-bit 2). Isum signifies the weighted sum of input currents realized by the 
resistive sub-array and flowing into the p-bit device, ranging from -50A to +50A. When the Isum 
is -50A or +50A, the output of both p-bit devices is “1” or “0” for the full four clock cycles, 
confirming the neuron's deterministic behavior based on these charge currents. The LUT will 
eventually use these outputs to signify 0.8v and -0.8v. We see various outputs for each p-bit 




Additionally, we compared the area and energy consumption of the proposed design with 
[52] and [51] CMOS-based designs, under two distinct sub-array sizes as tabulated in Table 3: 
The Comparison of proposed non-binary neuron with CMOS-based designs. In comparison to 
CMOS-based non-binary designs, simulations demonstrate that our suggested neuron delivers up 
to a 34 percent increase in energy efficiency and a 2 percent reduction in area. The energy 
consumption results for [52] could not be appropriately reported. 
 
Figure 12: The transient simulation result of the neuron based on the crossbar SL current 
Experimental Results 
 Figure 13 shows the experimental results for three distinct neuron designs including loss, 
perplexity, and accuracy fluctuations for all cases. Lower values are favored for loss and 
confusion parameters, unlike accuracy. An average of 30 training sample batch sets is plotted. 
The accuracy graph depicts the neural network's performance, whereas the perplexity graph 
assesses the network's current implementation in terms of sample data modelling. The ideal 
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sigmoid neuron displays the limits on possibility with an approximation for all plots in  Figure 13 
(a). In the binary neuron case shown in  Figure 13 (b), there is a sharp rise in accuracy in the first 
sets of batches.  However, it initially does not reach the performance of the ideal sigmoidal 
model (Figure 13 (a)).  As a result, the binary case's results show a lengthy tail that begins 






Figure 13: The experimental results of the LSTM network with (a) ideal, (b) binary and (c) 
proposed non-binary neuron. 
 
Furthermore, the perplexity graph demonstrates that the training algorithm struggles to 
represent the samples using the network due to the disruption caused by discontinuity of the 
binary activation. When compared to the ideal sigmoid neuron, the network containing the 
binary neuron shows a 58% decline in data modelling after 8,000 training examples.  
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Utilizing the proposed non-binary neuron, the results are very close to the ideal case as 
shown in Figure 13. (c).  The enhanced activation mechanism allows it to mimic the ideal 
sigmoidal system.  The perplexity graphs converging to similar values, with the proposed non-
binary neuron showing only a 7% degradation when compared to the sigmoidal system, reflects 
the same. The proposed neuron, however, like the binary activation function, starts with a 
significantly slower training pace. This tail, on the other hand, is substantially shorter, lasting 
only about 1,050 training samples. 
Summary 
This chapter describes the proposed hardware implementation of LSTM using ReRAM-
based synaptic crossbar and a spin-based non-binary neuron.  ReRAM-based synaptic crossbar 
arrays are inspired from the work proposed in [21] where they proposed a ReRAM-based 
crossbar RNN hardware implementation with feedback using spin-based Adjustable Probabilistic 
Activation Function (APAF) to achieve high energy- and area-efficiency, while keeping the 
accuracy loss and processing speed comparable with the baseline designs [21]. The proposed 
spin-based non-binary neuron activation function is designed using a spintronic device namely, 
probabilistic-bit (p-bit). Leveraging the stochastic property of a p-bit device, a spin-based 
activation function is designed that mimics the ideal sigmoidal and tanh activation functions 
thereby providing an energy efficient and low-area overhead design while maintaining 
comparable accuracy commensurate with the ideal case.  
To verify the functionality of a p-bit as a non-binary neuron, a circuit level analysis is 
done by running a SPICE simulation and the output waveform verifies the functionality of a p-bit 
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as a non-binary neuron. Under five input currents for four clock cycles, we evaluated the neuron 
output twice for p-bit 1 and p-bit 2. Figure 12 shows the transient simulation result of the neuron 
based on the crossbar SL current. Additionally, we compared the area and energy consumption 
of the proposed design with [52] and [51] CMOS-based designs, under two distinct sub-array 
sizes as tabulated in Table 3: The Comparison of proposed non-binary neuron with CMOS-based 
designs. In comparison to CMOS-based non-binary designs, simulations demonstrate that our 
suggested neuron delivers up to a 34 percent increase in energy efficiency and a 2 percent 
reduction in area. As application-level analysis, we have built three LSTM networks for distinct 
name prediction for popular baby names dataset (US Baby's First Names). These three LSTM 
networks uses ideal, binary, and the proposed non-binary neurons. The performance evaluation 
of an LSTM network utilizing ideal, binary, and the proposed non-binary neuron shows that the 
proposed neuron can achieve up to 85% accuracy and perplexity of 1.56, similar to algorithmic 






CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
 Neuromorphic computing paradigms have lately produced excellent results in algorithm-
level experiments, as detailed in prior chapters. These models conduct computationally critical 
operations on huge datasets, such as Multiplication and Addition (MAC), resulting in excessive 
power consumption and the well-known memory-wall challenge. Energy-efficient non-von- 
Neuman computing architectures that can be implemented with low-power devices are necessary 
to tackle these issues. There are a few researchers that suggest an architecture-level solution than 
there are algorithm-level advances in various neuromorphic paradigms. In some of the previous 
works proposed [21], three energy-efficient accelerators have been proposed for Generative 
Adversarial Networks (GANs), biologically-inspired networks, and recurrent neural networks. 
However, some additional neural networks, such as Long-Short Term Memory networks 
(LSTMs) and Spiking neural networks, are still in desperate need of a suitable hardware 
implementation to improve the efficiency and speed of training. These networks use 
unsupervised neural networks which are used to make predictions based on the time sequence of 
input data and use a memory unit to anticipate the future data based on the previous input 
present in the memory unit. In comparison to previous artificial neural networks, these networks 
interact with larger datasets and have a more complicated network topology. As a result, these 
networks require a high-performance hardware design that allows them to train faster and 
includes a non-volatile memory unit for the feedback component. For such devices, MRAM-
based architecture is an excellent contender for providing both power efficiency and non-
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volatility. Hence, we proposed a stochastic activation function using SHE-MTJ based p-bit 
device which gives analogous behavior of a sigmoid function.  
Technical Summary and Insights gained 
 To summarize, the major contributions of defense are listed as follows: 
1. This proposal is majorly concentrated on the hardware implementation of Long 
Short-Term Memory using emerging technology non-volatile memory. 
2. Despite there are several circuit level advancements in the Recurrent Neural 
Networks, there is a need for LSTM as it solves the vanishing gradients problem 
that occurs while using the backpropagation technique in RNNs. 
3. Hardware implementation of LSTM was previously mainly concentrated towards 
CMOS technology-based implementations which may result in facing challenges 
of high energy consumption, memory wall problem, and volatility complications 
for standby modes. 
4. In this thesis, we proposed a Long Short-Term Memory networks as a form of 
Recurrent Neural Network, with ReRAM-based synaptic crossbar arrays and spin-
based non-binary neurons. 
5. ReRAM-based synaptic crossbar arrays are inspired from the work proposed in 
[21] where they proposed a ReRAM-based crossbar RNN hardware 
implementation with feedback using spin-based Adjustable Probabilistic 
Activation Function (APAF) to achieve high energy- and area-efficiency, while 
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keeping the accuracy loss and processing speed comparable with the baseline 
designs [21]. 
6. The proposed spin-based non-binary neuron is designed using a spintronic device 
namely, probabilistic-bit (p-bit). 
7. A probabilistic-bit (p-bit) is derived from a Spin Hall Effect – Magnetic Tunnel 
Junction (SHE-MTJ) with a design of 1-Transistor-with-1- SHE-MTJ structure as 
shown in Figure 9. 
8. A SHE-MTJ based p-bit equivalent read circuit is shown in Figure 9(b), in which 
the reading operation is performed by delivering a low read voltage to the MTJ 
terminals (V+ and V-) to sense its resistance (RMTJ). The RMTJ and the reference 
resistor R0 are then used to build a resistive voltage divider, with the reference 
resistor set to the MTJ average conductance (R0-1=GP+GAP/2), where GAP and 
GP are the AP and P state conductances, respectively. The voltage from the 
voltage divider is fed into the CMOS inverters, and the output voltage (Vout) will 
stochastically oscillate between "0" and "1," with the input charge current 
controlling the probability of each value. 
9. The magnetization fluctuations of a SHE-MTJ based p-bit device when observed 
on a time- averaged behavior as shown in Figure 10 is analogous to the output of 




10. The proposed approach extracts the stochastic behavior of a p-bit device by 
running it numerous times for the same input and generating a symmetric range of 
output voltages. These output voltages are recorded and mapped to the voltage 
values in a low-overhead Look-Up Table (LUT). The low-power and low-area 
qualities of p-bit are preserved in this technique, which is used to generate an 
upgraded non-binary state. 
11. To verify the functionality of a p-bit as a non-binary neuron a circuit level 
analysis is done by running a SPICE simulation and the output waveform verifies 
the functionality of a p-bit as a non-binary neuron. Under five input currents for 
four clock cycles, we evaluated the neuron output twice for p-bit 1 and p-bit 2. 
Figure 12 shows the transient simulation result of the neuron based on the 
crossbar SL current. 
12. Additionally, we compared the area and energy consumption of the proposed 
design with [52] and [51] CMOS-based designs, under two distinct sub-array 
sizes as tabulated in Table 3: The Comparison of proposed non-binary neuron 
with CMOS-based designs. In comparison to CMOS-based non-binary designs, 
simulations demonstrate that our suggested neuron delivers up to a 34 percent 
increase in energy efficiency and a 2 percent reduction in area. 
13. As application-level analysis, we have built three LSTM networks for distinct 
name prediction for popular baby names dataset (US Baby's First Names). These 
three LSTM networks uses ideal, binary, and the proposed non-binary neurons. 
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The performance evaluation of an LSTM network utilizing ideal, binary, and the 
proposed non-binary neuron shows that the proposed neuron can achieve up to 
85% accuracy and perplexity of 1.56, similar to algorithmic expectations of near-
ideal neurons. 
The pertinent research flow is summarized in Figure 14: 




Figure 14: Logical organization of this thesis 
 Insights gained from the work presented are as follows: 
• In their recurrent layer, both Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) networks feature a feedback loop to keep the information 
alive over time. LSTM, on the other hand, makes use of additional units such as a 
memory cell that can store data for long periods of time. 
• When compared to CMOS-based technology architectures, spin-based 
architectures provide considerable energy efficiency benefits. 
• Spin-based architectures offer reduction in area overhead when compared to 
CMOS-based technology architectures as they possess an ability to be fabricated 
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• A probabilistic-bit (p-bit) can be used to mimic an ideal sigmoid or hyperbolic 
tangent (tanh) in any neural networks. 
Scope and Limitations 
 The scope of this proposal is to obtain a spin-based non-binary neuron for a LSTM 
network which performs in an efficient way when compared to CMOS technology-based LSTM 
network in the aspect of energy consumption and area-overhead. To obtain an energy efficient 
and low-area overhead design, we proposed a Long Short-Term Memory networks as a form of 
Recurrent Neural Network, with ReRAM-based synaptic crossbar arrays and spin-based non-
binary neurons. A potential limitation of the design developed here could be its sensitivity to 
manufacturing process variation when produced on a commercial scale. Nonetheless, emerging 
technology will continue to become an increasingly relevant upcoming technology and as it 
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